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Abstract: The establishment of the analytical model of the rotor eccentric surface-mounted permanent magnet synchronous motor (SPMSM) with unequal magnetic poles structure will be beneficial to calculating the magnetic field and
studying noise characteristics quickly. Based on the equivalent surface current (ESC) method and equivalent boundary
method, the analytical model of the rotor eccentric SPMSM with unequal magnetic poles structure is proposed. During
the modeling process, the magnetic field produced by a permanent magnet (PM) is obtained using the ESC method, and
the effect on the air gap magnetic field, which arised from stator, is replaced with the concentric current sheet (CCS)
magnetic field. And, the analytical results of the magnetic field are confirmed by FEM. According to the analytical model
of the SPMSM, the effect on the noise characteristics, which resulted from rotor eccentricity, is researched. Moreover,
the experiments of noise comparison are done. The results validate the validity of noise characteristic research. Then,
the analytical model of the SPMSM is further verified.
Key words: Analytical method, rotor eccentricity, surface-mounted permanent magnet synchronous motor (SPMSM),
unequal magnetic poles structure, noise characteristics

1. Introduction
Because of the characteristics of high power density and eﬀiciency, the SPMSM has been used in industrial
manufacture, home automation, etc.

widely [1, 2].

In the process of motor optimization design, torque

characteristics and noise characteristics are the two indexes that must be considered. The SPMSM with unequal
magnetic poles structure has a smaller torque ripple than that of the equal magnetic poles structure. However,
the noise characteristics of the motor become more complex. Besides, the rotor eccentricity, which arised from
the manufacturing tolerances and other factors, will change the magnetic field and cause the motor vibration,
noise, etc. [3]. Therefore, the magnetic field and noise characteristics of the rotor eccentric SPMSM with
unequal pole structure should be investigated.
In general, the calculation methods of the magnetic field are mainly divided into finite element analysis
(FEA) method and analytical method [4]. For a motor with a complex structure and nonlinear material, the
FEA method is often adopted to calculate the magnetic field. However, it is time-consuming in magnetic field
calculation. And, the relation between parameters and performances is diﬀicult to understand. The analytical
method is characterized by fast calculation speed and the explicit relationship between the structural parameters
and performances. It will benefit the fast magnetic field calculation and the study of noise characteristics [5, 6].
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In [7–9], the magnetic field of rotor eccentric induction motor, synchronous reluctance motors, etc. are
calculated using the winding function method analytically. However, since the tangential magnetic field is
neglected, the winding function method cannot satisfy the calculation accuracy of SPMSM. In [10–12], the
perturbation analysis (PA) method and subdomain method is applied to the analytical calculation of rotor
eccentric SPMSM. Since the tangential magnetic field is calculated, the calculation accuracy of rotor eccentricity
SPMSM is improved. However, the PA method and subdomain method is complicated in the process of modeling
and solving [13]. In [14], with the characteristic of easily modeling, the conformal transformation (CT) method is
applied to the analytic calculation of rotor eccentric SPMSM. However, the accuracy of calculation results should
be improved in further study. In [15–17], the concept of magnetization surface current (MSC) and equivalent
boundary method is applied to the analytic calculation of rotor eccentric SPMSM. It has the advantages of
easily modeling and solving. Although much achievement has been made in the analytical modeling of rotor
eccentric SPMSM, the modeling of rotor eccentric SPMSM with unequal magnetic poles structure is still an
unsolved problem for the complication of the rotor structure.
The noise of PMSM contains electromagnetic noise, machinery noise, and aero-acoustics noise (will not
be discussed) [18, 19]. The electromagnetic noise primarily arise from radial electromagnetic force. The
radial electromagnetic force will affect the vibration displacement amplitude of the motor surface. Then,
the electromagnetic noise characteristics will be generated. The mechanical noise is mainly caused by rotor
dynamic unbalance, bearing, and other factors. Besides, the motor modal will also affect the vibration noise.
When the natural frequency is coincident to radial electromagnetic force frequency, the amplitude of noise will
be increased. The rotor eccentricity will change the stator radial electromagnetic force and rotor unbalanced
electromagnetic force (UMF). Then, the noise characteristics of the motor will be changed. In [20, 21], the FEA
method is used for studying the effect of rotor eccentricity on noise characteristics of SPMSM. And, in [22], the
FEA method is used for studying the noise characteristics of rotor concentric SPMSM with unequal magnetic
poles structure. However, there is no research about the noise characteristics of the rotor eccentric SPMSM
with unequal magnetic poles structure.
In this paper, for the sake of predicting the magnetic field and studying the effect of rotor eccentricity
on noise characteristics rapidly, an analytical model of rotor eccentric SPMSM with unequal magnetic poles
structure is proposed. During the modeling process, the PM is replaced by ESC, and the effect on the air
gap magnetic field, which arised from stator, is replaced by the CCS magnetic field. The current density Js
of CCS is acquired with the method of equivalent boundary. Then, the comparison of the analytical results
of the magnetic field and FEA results are made. At last, on the basis of the analytical model of the SPMSM,
the effect on the electromagnetic force, which resulted from rotor eccentricity, is researched. Then, the effect
on noise characteristics of rotor eccentricity is studied from the perspective of force source. Furthermore, the
experiments of noise comparison are done to verify the effectiveness of noise characteristics research.
2. Analytical magnetic field model
2.1. Modeling process and assumptions
In this paper, an rotor eccentric 36-slot-8-pole SPMSM with unequal magnetic poles structure and closed slot
armature is presented. The two-dimensional structure and schematic of rotor eccentric SPMSM with unequal
magnetic poles structure are shown in Figures 1a and 1b, respectively. The rotor permanent magnet consists of
a big magnetic pole and seven small magnetic poles. Rr and Rs are the radius of the rotor and inner surface
of the stator, respectively. Or and Os are the center of the rotor and stator, respectively. hm is the thickness
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of the permanent magnet. an is the eccentric distance. The structure size of big and small magnetic poles is
shown in Figure 2.
Stator

Target air gap
position

Rotor

Big pole
Coils
Small pole

Figure 1. The two-dimensional structure and schematic of rotor eccentric SPMSM with unequal magnetic poles
structure.

Big pole

Small pole

Figure 2. The structure size of big and small magnetic pole.

The schematic diagram of no-load equivalent eccentric motor is shown in figure 3. The stator is replaced
with CCS. The contour S and Ob are the stator inner surface of the original motor and the target air gap
position, respectively. According to [23], the magnetic field of the equivalent motor between the rotor surface
and contour S is consistent with that of the original motor. At the target position Ob, by superimposing the
magnetic field of rotor permanent magnet and CCS, the air gap magnetic field is obtained. The equivalent
motor model in Figure 3 is divided into the rotor permanent magnet model and CCS model, as shown in Figure
4.
S
CCS

Ob

Figure 3. The schematic of no-load equivalent eccentric motor.

The detailed modeling process of the air gap magnetic field is represented as follows: (1) In Figure 4a, the
CCS is removed, and based on the ESC method, a rotor permanent magnetic field model is established. (2) In
Figure 4b, the permanent magnets are removed, the CCS magnetic field model is built, and the current density
Js is acquired. Then, the analytical model of no-load motor is obtained using the superposition method. (3)
The armature winding magnetic field model is established without considering the effects of rotor eccentricity.
Then, by superimposing the magnetic field of no-load motor and the armature winding, the analytical model of
on-load motor is obtained.
Besides, during the modeling process, some necessary assumptions are made and expressed as follows:
(1) The leakage flux is ignored. (2) The permeability of cores is infinite. (3) The end effects are ignored. (4)
1108
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The effects of rotor eccentricity are ignored in the armature winding magnetic field model.

S

S

Ob

CCS

Ob
(a)

(b)

Figure 4. The rotor permanent magnet model and the CCS model.

2.2. Magnetic field modeling of rotor permanent magnet
Since the structural parameters of each permanent magnet are unequal, it is diﬀicult to make use of a unified
formula to express the magnetization of the permanent magnets. Therefore, the modeling process becomes
relatively complicated. In order to realize the calculation of rotor permanent magnet magnetic field, the
magnetic field of a single PM is replaced by that of ESC which is distributed on the surface of the PM.
And, by superimposing the magnetic field of all permanent magnets, the rotor permanent magnet magnetic
field is acquired.
In the Or coordinates, the rotor permanent magnet model in Figure 4a is divided into two regions.
Region 1: PM Rr ≤ r ≤ Rm
Region 2: Air Rm ≤ r
where Rm =Rr +hm is an external edge radius of PM.
2ηi

The structural parameters of the PM and the distribution of ESC microelement are shown in Figure 5.
and δi are the opening angle of the PM and magnetic pole, respectively. Then, the magnetic field of a

single PM (parallel magnetization) is obtained by integrating the magnetic field of the ESC microelement.
A single-turn coil in region 1 is shown in Figure 6. E and F are both sides of the coil. a is the radius of
the concentric circle where the coil is located.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. The structural parameters of PM and the distribution of ESC microelement.

The vector magnetic potential Az1 generated by a single-turn coil in region 2 can be expressed as
∞
∑
µ0 i −m m
Az1 =
r (a + a−m Rr2m ) sin mζ sin mθ.
mπ
m=1

(1)
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Rotor
Coil

Figure 6. The single-turn coil in region 1.

In polar coordinates, the radial and tangential magnetic flux densities in air gap are represented as (the
radial and tangential magnetic flux density are the flux density component of the air gap magnetic field along
the radial and tangential direction, respectively)
∞
∑
1 ∂Az
µ0 i −m−1 m
Br1 (r, θ) =
=
r
(a + a−m Rr2m ) sin mζ cos mθ ,
r ∂θ
π
m=1

Bt1 (r, θ) = −

∞
∑
∂Az
µ0 i −m−1 m
=−
r
(a + a−m Rr2m ) sin mζ sin mθ .
∂r
π
m=1

(2)

(3)

The directions of the ESC microelement on AC and BD are the opposite. The ESC microelement is di=
J1 da, and the current density J1 =Hcb cos ηi ( Hcb is the coercivity). By replacing the current i in Equations
(2) and (3) with di, and integrating a, the radial and tangential resultant magnetic flux densities, which is
generated by ESC that are located on AC and BD, in air gap can be expressed as follows:

BrABCDi (r, θ) =

∞
µ0 Hcb cos ηi ∑ −m−1
r
Km1 sin mηi cos(m(θ − αi ))
π
m=1

BtABCDi (r, θ) = −

∞
µ0 Hcb cos ηi ∑ −m−1
r
Km1 sin mηi sin(m(θ − αi )),
π
m=1

(4)

(5)

where µ0 is vacuum permeability, αi is the angle between permanent magnet axis and polar axis, and Km1
can be expressed as
{
Km1 =

(Rr +hm )m+1 −Rrm+1
m+1
(Rr +hm )m+1 −Rrm+1
m+1

m
+ Rr2m ln RrR+h
r

+

−m+1

m=1
−m+1

(R +h )
−R
Rr2m r m 1−m r

m ̸= 1

The ESC microelement on the arc AB and CD is di= rJ2 dθ , and the current density J2 = Hcb sin θηi . By
replacing the current i in equations (2) and (3) with di, and integrating θ , the radial and tangential magnetic
flux densities, which is generated by ESC that are located on arc AB and CD, in air gap can be expressed as
follows:
∞
m+1
−m+1 2m
∑
µ0 Hcb
(Rr + hm )
+ (Rr + hm )
Rr
BrABi (r, θ) =
(6)
Km2 cos(m(θ − αi ))
m+1
π
r
m=1

BtABi (r, θ) = −
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∑
µ0 Hcb
(Rr + hm )
+ (Rr + hm )
Rr
Km2 sin(m(θ − αi ))
m+1
π
r
m=1

(7)
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BrCDi (r, θ) = −

BtCDi (r, θ) =

∞
2µ0 Hcb ∑ Rr m+1
( )
Km2 cos(m(θ − αi ))
π
r
m=1

∞
2µ0 Hcb ∑ Rr m+1
( )
Km2 sin(m(θ − αi )),
π
r
m=1

(8)

(9)

where Km2 can be expressed as
{
Km2 =

1
1
2 ηi − 4 sin 2ηi
1
2(m−1) sin(m −

1)ηi −

1
2(m+1)

sin(m + 1)ηi

m=1
m ̸= 1

According to Equations (4)–(9), the radial and tangential magnetic flux densities, which are generated
by the rotor permanent magnets of the SPMSM with unequal magnetic poles structure (pole pairs is p), in air
gap can be expressed as follows:

BrP M (r, θ) =

2p
∑

[BrABCDi (r, θ) + BrABi (r, θ) + BrCDi (r, θ)],

(10)

[BtABCDi (r, θ) + BtABi (r, θ) + BtCDi (r, θ)].

(11)

i=1

BtP M (r, θ) =

2p
∑
i=1

2.3. Magnetic field modeling of CCS
In this section, the CCS magnetic field model is built, and the current density Js is acquired. Then, the
magnetic field, which is generated by a rotor eccentric no-load SPMSM with unequal magnetic poles structure,
is obtained.
In the Or coordinate system, the CCS model in Figure 4b is divided into two regions.
Region 3: Rr ≤ r ≤ Rc
Region 4: Rc ≤ r
where Rc =an +Rs is the radius of the concentric circle of CCS.
The Fourier series of Js is represented by
Js(θ) =

∞
∑

Jsc cos mθ + Jss sin mθ,

(12)

m=1

where Jsc and Jss are the cosine and sine coeﬀicients of Js , respectively.
The vector magnetic potentials of Js, which is located in regions 3, can be expressed as
Az 3 =

∞
∑
µ0 (rm − Rr 2m r−m )
(Jsc cos mθ + Jss sin mθ).
2Rc−m−1
m=1

(13)

According to Equation (13), in regions 3, the radial and tangential magnetic flux density, which is
generated by Js, in air gap are represented as follows:
Br3−ESCJs (r, θ) =

∞
∑
µ0 (rm−1 + Rr 2m r−m−1 )
(Jsc sin mθ − Jss cos mθ),
2Rc−m−1
m=1

(14)
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Bt3−ESCJs (r, θ) =

∞
∑
−µ0 (rm−1 − Rr 2m r−m−1 )
(Jsc cos mθ + Jss sin mθ).
2Rc−m−1
m=1

(15)

According to the equivalent boundary method, at the contour S, the tangential magnetic flux density
should be zero. Therefore, the tangential magnetic field of CCS must offset that of rotor permanent magnet.
Then, the tangential magnetic flux density, which is located at the contour S, should be satisfied with the
following equation.
Bt3 |S = BtP M |S + Bt3−ESCJs |S = 0

(16)

The Fourier series of BtP M , which is located at the contour S, is represented as
BtP M |S (θ) =

∞
∑

BtP M SC cos mθ + BtP M SS sin mθ,

(17)

m=1

where BtP M SC and BtP M SS are the cosine and sine coeﬀicients of BtP M |S , respectively.
Then, the following equation can be obtained.
∞
∑

BtP M SC cos mθ + BtP M SS sin mθ =

m=1

∞
∑
µ0 (rm−1 − Rr r−m−1 )
(Jss sin mθ + Jsc cos mθ)
2Rc−m−1
m=1

(18)

And, according to Equations (12) and (18), current density Js of CCS can be represented as

Js(θ) =

∞
∑
m=1

µ0

2Rc−m−1
(BtP M SC cos mθ + BtP M SS sin mθ).
− Rr2m r−m−1 )

(rm−1

(19)

Therefore, the cosine and sine coeﬀicients of Js in equation (12) can be calculated.
Based on equations (10), (11), (14) and (15), the radial and tangential magnetic fields, which are generated
by no-load motor, in air gap are represented as follows:
Br3 (r, θ) = BrP M (r, θ) + Br3−ESCJs (r, θ),

(20)

Bt3 (r, θ) = BtP M (r, θ) + Bt3−ESCJs (r, θ).

(21)

2.4. Magnetic field modeling of armature winding
Since the magnetic flux densities amplitude of armature winding for SPMSM is smaller than that of the rotor, it
can be assumed that rotor eccentricity does not affect the armature winding magnetic field. Thus, the simplified
magnetic field modeling of armature winding can be realized.
During the modeling process, the magnetic field of armature winding is replaced by that of current sheet
located on the stator inner surface. The current density of the current sheet is represented as follows:



J(t) =

1112




N si(t)
as w s
− Nassi(t)
ws

0

ay −
−ay −

α0
2
α0
2

≤ θ ≤ ay + α20
≤ θ ≤ −ay + α20
others

(22)
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where N s is the turns of the coil, as is the number of parallel branches, ws is the width of stator slot,
2ay is the span angle of a single-turn coil, and α0 is the opening angle of the slot.
According to [24], the radial and tangential magnetic fields, which is produced by a single-turn coil that
is located on the stator inner surface, in air gap are represented as follows:

Brcoil

(
)( m
)
∞
µ0 i ∑ Rrm Rs 2m + Rr 2m
r
Rrm
=
+ m sin(may ) cos(mθ),
πr m=1 Rsm Rs 2m − Rr 2m
Rrm
r

(23)

)( m
)
(
∞
µ0 i ∑ Rrm Rs 2m + Rr 2m
r
Rrm
sin(may ) sin(mθ).
−
πr m=1 Rsm Rs 2m − Rr 2m
Rrm
rm

(24)

Btcoil = −

According to Equations (22)–(24), the radial and tangential magnetic flux density, which is produced by
A phase winding, in air gap are obtained by using the superposition principle and expressed as follows:

BrA (r, θ, t) =

2µ0 Rs J(t)
πr

2pc−1
∑

q
∞
∑
∑

1
m

(

Rr
Rs

)m (

) k=0 n=1 m=1
(
sin mp α20 sin (mpay ) cos[mp(θ −

Rs2m +Rr2m
Rs2m −Rr2m

2n−q−1
αt
2

)(

rm
Rsm

+

Rsm
rm

)
(25)

π
+ k pc
)],

( )m ( 2m 2m ) ( m
2pc−1
q
∞
∑ ∑
∑
Rs +Rr
r
1 Rr
BtA (r, θ, t) = − 2µ0 Rπrs J(t)
m Rs
Rs2m −Rr2m
Rsm −
k=0 n=1 m=1
(
)
π
sin mp α20 sin (mpay ) sin[mp(θ − 2n−q−1
αt + k pc
)],
2

Rsm
rm

)
(26)

where 2pc is the number of coils assembly, q is the number of the coils, π/pc is the angle of adjacent coils, αt
is the slot pitch angle.
Similarly, the radial and tangential magnetic flux densities, which are produced by the B and C phase
windings, in air gap are obtained and expressed as BrB (r, θ ), BtB (r, θ ), BrC (r, θ ), and BtC (r, θ ), respectively.
The radial and tangential magnetic fields, which are generated by armature winding, in air gap are represented
as follows:
Br4 (r, θ) = BrA (r, θ) + BrB (r, θ) + BrC (r, θ)
(27)
Bt4 (r, θ) = BtA (r, θ) + BtB (r, θ) + BtC (r, θ)

(28)

According to Equations (20), (21), (27), and (28), the radial and magnetic fields, which are generated by
on-load motor, in air gap are represented as follows:
Br(r, θ) = Br3 (r, θ) + Br4 (r, θ),

(29)

Bt(r, θ) = Bt3 (r, θ) + Bt4 (r, θ).

(30)

3. FEM validation
In this section, the ANSYS software was used in FEM validation. It is used to calculate the air gap magnetic
field of the motor. The parameters of the motor are shown in Table 1.
According to Equations (20) and (21), the radial and tangential magnetic flux density of no-load motor
are acquired at the target air gap position r= ( Rs + Rr + hm )/2, as shown in Figures 7a and 7b, respectively.
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Table 1. The parameters of motor.

Items
Rated speed / r/min
Outer radius / mm
The radius of stator inner surface Rs s/ mm
The radius of rotor outer surface Rr / mm
The thickness of PM hm / mm
Stator axial length / mm
Pole pairs
Number of slots
Number of phases

Values
2000
92
52
46
4
150
4
36
3

At this point, the rotation angle of the rotor is 0°, the rotor rotation center position Or of the rotor is (0.8, 0°)
in the Os coordinate system, and the relative position of rotor is shown in figure 1b. The analytical results of
air gap flux density are almost identical to the FEA results. Because of rotor eccentricity, the maximum value
of the air-gap flux density is decreased at the position with a large air gap and increased at the position with
a small air gap. Besides, due to the unequal magnetic poles structure, the residual magnetization of the big
magnetic pole is lesser than that of the small magnetic pole. This will lead to the air gap flux density at the
small magnetic pole is bigger than that at the big magnetic pole for the rotor concentric SPMSM with unequal
magnetic poles structure.
According to Equations (27) and (28), the radial and tangential magnetic flux density generated by
armature winding are acquired at the target air gap position r= ( Rs + Rr + hm )/2, and shown in Figures 8a
and 8b, respectively. The analytical results of air gap flux density of the motor without rotor eccentricity is
nearly consistent with the FEM results of the motor with rotor eccentricity. Then, the assumption that rotor
eccentricity does not affect the armature winding magnetic field is confirmed.
According to Equations (29) and (30), the radial and tangential magnetic flux density of on-load motor
are acquired at the target air gap position r= ( Rs + Rr + hm )/2, as shown in Figures 9a and 9b, respectively.
At this point, the rotation angle of the rotor is 0°, the rotor rotation center position Or of the rotor is (0.8, 0°)
in the Os coordinate system, and the relative position rotor is shown in Figure 1b. The analytical results of air
gap flux density are almost identical to the FEA results. Under the action of rotor eccentricity, the variation
trend of on-load motor magnetic field is nearly consistent with that of no-load motor magnetic field.
4. Noise characteristics
Since, at any frequency, the increase of radical electromagnetic force of the stator will increase the electromagnetic noise of the motor and the converse is also true. At the rotating frequency, the increase of the unbalanced
electromagnetic force (UMF) of the rotor will increase the mechanical noise and the converse is also true.
Therefore, the effect of rotor eccentricity on noise characteristics can be studied from the perspective of force
source. In this section, firstly, the effect on electromagnetic force and electromagnetic force waves, which arised
from rotor eccentricity, are analyzed. Then, the frequencies of motor noise with a significant variation, which
is caused by rotor eccentricity, are obtained. The effect of rotor eccentricity on the electromagnetic noise is
studied based on the analytical model. Secondly, the effect on the UMF of the rotor, which arised from rotor
1114
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eccentricity, is analyzed. The effect of rotor eccentricity on mechanical noise is studied based on the analytical
model. Finally, based on the noise contrast test, the effectiveness of theoretical research on noise characteristics
are verified. Then, the analytical model of rotor eccentric SPMSM with unequal magnetic poles structure is
further verified.

Big p ole

Big p ole

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. The radial and tangential magnetic flux density of no-load motor.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. The radial and tangential magnetic flux density of armature winding.

Big p ole

Big p ole

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. The radial and tangential magnetic flux density of on-load motor.
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4.1. The effect of rotor eccentricity on electromagnetic noise
The current of PWM inverter can be divided into two parts: sinusoidal waveform current and harmonics current.
In general, the harmonic current frequency is near the integer multiples of inverter switching frequency. And,
the harmonics amplitude of rotor magnetic field in the high frequency are small. Besides, the effect on armature
winding magnetic field, which is arised from the rotor eccentricity, is ignored in the analytical model. Therefore,
when studying the effect of rotor eccentricity on electromagnetic noise, only the low-frequency electromagnetic
force should be investigated.
Since the tangential magnetic field on the stator inner surface is zero, the tangential component of
electromagnetic force density (tangential electromagnetic force density) is zero. Then, the electromagnetic force
density at a fixed position of the stator inner surface is equal to the radial component of electromagnetic force
density (radial electromagnetic force density) and can be represented as
fr (θ, t) =

Br2 (θ, t)
.
2µ0

(31)

According to [25], when neglecting the harmonics current of PWM inverter, the electromagnetic force
wave, which is along the circumference of the stator inner surface, is represented as
fr (θ, t) =

∞ ∞
1 ∑∑
Brv Bru cos [(v ± u)θ − (ν/p ± 1)ω0 t − φvu )] ,
2µ0 v u

(32)

where Brv and Bru are the v order and u order harmonic amplitude of magnetic field generated by permanent
magnet magnetic and armature winding in air gap, respectively. | v±u | is the electromagnetic force wave
order. (v/p±1) ω0 and ω0 are the frequency of electromagnetic force wave and the fundamental magnetic field,
respectively.
On the base of analytical calculation, the harmonics of electromagnetic force density generated by the
on-load rotor eccentricity motor at a fixed point of the stator inner surface is shown in Figure 10. For the static
eccentric motor, the rotor rotation center does not coincide with the stator circle center, and the rotation center
remains unchanged. For the dynamic eccentric motor, the rotor rotation center does not coincide with the stator
circle center, and the rotor rotation center rotates around the stator circle center. “Dynamic eccentricity-1” is
the dynamic eccentricity with a small air gap length at the big magnetic pole. “Dynamic eccentricity-2” is a
dynamic eccentricity with a small air gap length at a small magnetic pole which is 180 degrees away from the
big magnetic pole. It can be seen that the 1st order and (2pk±1)th (k=1,2,3, 4…) order harmonics amplitude
of electromagnetic force density are changed obviously. The detailed description of the changes are as follows:
(1) The 1st order harmonics amplitude of electromagnetic force density is increased in static and dynamic
eccentricity motor (the frequency is 33.3 Hz). Under the situation of same eccentric distance, the electromagnetic force density amplitude of the “dynamic eccentricity-2” motor is the biggest, followed by that of static
eccentricity motor. That of “dynamic eccentricity-1” motor is the smallest.
(2) The (2pk-1)th order harmonics amplitude of electromagnetic force density are increased in static
eccentricity and “dynamic eccentricity-1” motor, and decreased in “dynamic eccentricity-2” motor. In the case
of the same eccentric distance, the electromagnetic force density amplitude of the “dynamic eccentricity-1”
motor is the biggest, followed by that of static eccentricity motor. That of “dynamic eccentricity-2” motor is
the smallest. The (2pk-1)th order harmonics frequency of electromagnetic force density is (2pk-1)ω0 /p , such as
233.1, 499.5, 765.9, 1032.3 Hz, etc.
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(3) The (2pk+1)th order harmonics amplitude of electromagnetic force density are increased in static
eccentricity and “dynamic eccentricity-2” motor, and decreased in “dynamic eccentricity-1” motor. In the case
of the same eccentric distance, the electromagnetic force density amplitude of the “dynamic eccentricity-2”
motor is the biggest, followed by that of static eccentricity motor. That of “dynamic eccentricity-1” motor is
the smallest. The (2pk+1)th order harmonics frequency of electromagnetic force density is (2pk+1) ω0 /p , such
as 299.7, 566.1, 832.5, 1098.9 Hz, etc.
Since the effect of rotor eccentricity on the armature winding magnetic field is neglected, the effect of
rotor eccentricity on the electromagnetic force wave of on-load motor can be studied just by analyzing the
harmonics amplitude of rotor magnetic field. Based on the analytical model, the harmonics magnetic field of
rotor is shown in figure 11. According to Equation (32) and Figure 11, it can be seen that the ((2k-1)p±1)th
(k=1, 2, 3, 4…) order harmonics amplitude of the rotor magnetic field are changed obviously. The specific
changes are described as follows:
(1) In the case of v =(2k-1)p-1, the static eccentricity and “dynamic eccentricity-1” increases the harmonics amplitude of rotor magnetic field, and the “dynamic eccentricity-2” decreases the harmonics amplitude
of rotor magnetic field. Therefore, at the frequencies of (v/p±1) ω0 Hz, such as 233.1, 499.5, 765.9, 1032.3 Hz,
etc., the electromagnetic force wave amplitude of the motor with static eccentricity or “dynamic eccentricity-1”
is increased, and that of “dynamic eccentricity-2” is decreased. Besides, in the case of same eccentric distance,
the electromagnetic force wave amplitude of the “dynamic eccentricity-1” motor is the biggest, followed by that
of static eccentricity motor, and that of “dynamic eccentricity-2” motor is the smallest.
(2) In the case of v =(2k-1)p+1, the static eccentricity and “dynamic eccentricity-2” increases the harmonics amplitude of rotor magnetic field, and the “Dynamic eccentricity-1” decreases the harmonics amplitude of
rotor magnetic field. Therefore, at the frequencies of (v/p±1) ω0 Hz, such as 33.3, 299.7, 566.1, 832.5, 1098.9 Hz,
etc., the electromagnetic force wave amplitude of the motor with static eccentricity or “dynamic eccentricity-2”
is increased, and that of “dynamic eccentricity-1” is decreased. Besides, in the case of same eccentric distance,
the electromagnetic force wave amplitude of the “dynamic eccentricity-2” motor is the biggest, followed by that
of static eccentricity motor, and that of “dynamic eccentricity-1” motor is the smallest.

Figure 10. The harmonic of electromagnetic force density.

In conclusion, the effect on the electromagnetic force, which arised from rotor eccentricity, at a fixed
point is nearly consistent with that of electromagnetic force wave amplitude along the stator inner surface. At
the frequencies, which the amplitudes of electromagnetic force and electromagnetic force waves are increased,
the amplitude of electromagnetic noise will be increased. And, the converse is also true. Then, the frequencies
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Figure 11. The harmonics magnetic field of rotor.

of motor noise with a significant variation, which is caused by rotor eccentricity, are obtained. The effect of
rotor eccentricity on the electromagnetic noise is studied based on the analytical model.

4.2. The effect of rotor eccentricity on mechanical noise.
Eccentricity will affect the UMF of the rotor, which will further affect the mechanical noise characteristics of
the motor. The frequency of mechanical noise is the rotation frequency and its integer multiples.
The x and y component of rotor UMF are expressed as
rLs
Fx =
2µ0

Fy =

rLs
2µ0

∫

2π

[(Bt2 − Br2 ) cos θ + 2BrBt sin θ]dθ,

(33)

[(Bt2 − Br2 ) sin θ − 2BrBt cos θ]dθ,

(34)

0

∫

2π

0

where Ls is the length of the stator.
The resultant force of the UMF is represented as
√
FU M F = Fx2 + Fy2 .

(35)

In the case of the same eccentric distance, the component of UMF in the y-direction change with that
of in the x-direction is shown in Figure 12. For the static eccentric motor, the amplitude of UMF changes
significantly. The average amplitude of the UMF of the “dynamic eccentricity -2” motor is the biggest. The
average amplitude of UMF of the concentric motor is the smallest. Besides, according to the magnetic field
distribution in air gap, the resultant force of UMF always points to the small magnetic pole which is 180
degrees away from the big magnetic pole for motor without eccentricity. Therefore, under the action of UMF,
the concentric motor would become a motor with “dynamic eccentricity-2”. Then, the noise characteristics of
the motor would be changed.
The harmonics of the UMF are shown in Figure 13. The harmonics amplitude of rotor UMF is almost
unaffected by dynamic eccentricity. However, static eccentricity produces new kinds of harmonics of UMF.
Among these harmonics, the amplitude of 1st harmonic is the biggest. It will increase the amplitude of the
mechanical noise in the rotational frequency (33.3 Hz).
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Figure 12. The component of UMF in the y-direction change with that of in the x-direction.

Figure 13. The harmonics of UMF.

4.3. Experiments and discussion
In this section, taking the static eccentricity as an example, the effectiveness of noise characteristics research
is verified. The motor-1 is the SPMSM with rotor static eccentricity and unequal magnetic poles (ignoring the
small stator slot effects). By improving the manufacturing technique of motor-1, the rotor static eccentricity of
motor-1 is removed, and the motor-2 is obtained. Then, the sound pressure level (SPL) of motor-1 and motor-2
are measured, respectively. And, the results of experiments are discussed.
The schematic diagram of motor noise measurement and the test site is shown in Figures 14 and 15,
respectively. The test equipment includes the motor, shaft coupling, CZ magnetic powder brake, sound pressure
meter, B&K3050-A-060 data collector, MD290 AC drive system (the control algorithm is vector control), and
upper computer. The CZ magnetic powder brake is used for providing load torque for the motor. The noise
information is collected by sound pressure meter. The SPL frequency spectrum of on-load motor-1 and motor-2
are shown in Figures 16a and 16b (the horizontal axis represents the frequency of SPL frequency spectrum),
respectively. It can be seen that the SPL of motor-1 and motor-2 are prominent at low frequency, and the
difference between them is noticeable. And, the SPL of motor-1 and motor-2 at the middle and high frequency is
small, and the difference between them is not apparent. Therefore, when analyzing the effect of rotor eccentricity
on electromagnetic noise, only the low-frequency noise should be investigated. Based on experimental results, at
the frequency that static eccentricity has a great influence on the electromagnetic force, the SPL of two motors
is compared and shown in Table 2 (the variation trend is the SPL variation trend of motor-2 relative to that
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of motor-1). At the frequencies of 32, 240, 304, 496, 560, and 768 Hz, the noise amplitude of motor-1 is bigger
than that of motor-2. At the frequencies of 832 and 1104 Hz, the noise amplitude of motor-2 is bigger than that
of motor-1. And, at the frequencies of 1024 Hz, the noise amplitude of the two motors are nearly the same.

Figure 14. The schematic diagram of motor noise measurement.

motor

CZ magnetic
powder brake

sound
pressure
me ter

shaft
coupling

Figure 15. The test site of motor noise measurement.

(a)

(b)

Figure 16. The SPL frequency spectrum of on-load motor-1 and motor-2.

Based on the theoretical analysis of the effect of static eccentricity, “dynamic eccentricity-2” and UMF
on the noise characteristics of the motor, the reason for the changes of the SPL can be deduced as follows: (1)
Due to the improvement of manufacturing technology, the static eccentricity of motor-2 is removed. Therefore,
at the frequencies of 32, 240, 304, 496, 560, and 768 Hz, the amplitude of electromagnetic noise is decreased. (2)
Due to the unequal magnetic poles structure, the concentric motor will also produce the UMF. Furthermore,
under the action of the UMF, the concentric motor would become a motor with small “dynamic eccentricity-2”.
Therefore, at the frequencies of 832 and 1104 Hz, the amplitude of electromagnetic noise is increased. However,
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Table 2. The comparison of SPL.

Theoretical value (Hz)
33.3
233.1
299.7
499.5
566.1
765.9
832.5
1032.3
1098.9

Measured value (Hz)
32
240
304
496
560
768
832
1024
1104

Motor-1 (dB)
111
85.85
95.87
76.57
75.65
74.39
66.77
66.11
61.01

Motor-2 (dB)
99.92
82.92
73.64
73.1
70.79
68.17
78.33
66.54
79.15

Variation trend
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↑
↑
↑

at the frequency of 1024 Hz, the amplitude of electromagnetic noise is little changed, which may be caused
by experimental errors. (3) Due to the rotation frequency of the motor is 33.3 Hz, at the frequency of 32 Hz,
the noise contains the component of mechanical noise. Therefore, at 32 Hz, the decrease of UMF is partly
responsible for the decrease of the noise amplitude.
Therefore, the effectiveness of noise characteristics research is verified by the experiments.
5. Conclusion
On the base of ESC method of permanent magnet and equivalent boundary method, an analytical model of
rotor eccentricity SPMSM with unequal magnetic poles structure is proposed. Then, the rapid calculation of
magnetic fields is realized. And, according to the analytical model, the effect on noise characteristics of the
motor, which arised from rotor eccentricity, is researched rapidly from the perspective of force source.
The analytical results and FEA results of air gap flux density are nearly the same. The validity of the
analytical model is confirmed. The calculation accuracy of the air gap magnetic field is satisfied. According
to the analytical model, the frequencies of motor noise with a significant variation, which is caused by rotor
eccentricity, are obtained. The effect of rotor eccentricity on the noise characteristics is studied. Besides, The
noise comparison experiments are done. The SPL variation trend of analytical results is consistent with that of
the experiment results. The effectiveness of the noise characteristic research is validated, and the effectiveness of
analytical model of the motor is verified furtherly. Due to the space limitation, the content of motor performance
parameters such as power, torque, speed, currents and magnetic flux densities in cores will be published in future
papers.
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